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Thread: ClichÃƒÂ©d newbie pheromone question [number
1000]
mammoth - September 15, 2011, 5:41 pm

I am right on the edge of buying some pheromones. I am 40, cute and funny [humble!] and I would
like to attract late teens to mid 20's. What is the number one pheromone for a man like me to use?
Any opinions and stories are very welcome
ohhmygod - September 15, 2011, 5:46 pm

"Cute and funny" LOL uu sure have a very young mind my friend )))))))
Product suggestion:
- True Alpha // Charismatic alpha leader, can be attractive if applied right and if u flirt !
- Glace // Awesome social, make u very sociable and also ur targets. Make them talk *deep* ;)
- True Love // This one is just fkn awesome. Make them TRUST YOU LIKE CRAZY, they feel very
SAFE when with u !!!
- True Instinct // Spike one of the above up with this one, a fun, sexual mix. Just right !
mammoth - September 15, 2011, 5:54 pm

haha,thank you.

Now, this true pheromone would work on the younger babes as worn by me and older dude [of
much charm and quality]?
Rattlesnake - September 15, 2011, 5:56 pm

Some great suggestions by Ohh, also consider Nude or Nude Alpha
ohhmygod - September 15, 2011, 6:16 pm

Yes all my targets are younger than me and im 21.9 ;)
For more than 24 yrs old girls, add these 2:
- Aqua Vitae
- Alfa Maschio
mammoth - September 15, 2011, 6:59 pm

See,this is why I am glad that I finally found a site like this. I have no real idea what to buy and try.
There are at least 4 products to try. Now,along with my star charisma, I need something that makes
a young hot woman interested and excited. I can do the rest. Im 40 and looking for late teens to mid
20's [arent we all!!].
Can someone say..'THIS PRODUCT..'
idontknow - September 15, 2011, 9:01 pm

If you want to go for only one, i'd say Erox, which you can't purchase right now. Otherwise definitely
go for a social, like Glace or True Love on such young girls.

I feel like it depends on the girls, when they feel comfortable. If you believe the girl got lots of sexual
experience and is generally very confident, or feels safe to be with you, you can add a sexual based
'mone like Alfa Maschio or Aqua Vitae or True Instinct.
as33156 - September 15, 2011, 11:56 pm

(09-15-2011 4:01 PM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;If you want to go for only one, i'd say Erox, which
you can't purchase right now. Otherwise definitely go for a social, like Glace or True Love on such
young girls.
I feel like it depends on the girls, when they feel comfortable. If you believe the girl got lots of sexual
experience and is generally very confident, or feels safe to be with you, you can add a sexual based
'mone like Alfa Maschio or Aqua Vitae or True Instinct.
I so want to try this Erox now.
renny - September 16, 2011, 12:00 am

Scent of Eros or Instant Gentleman both contain the "safe' alpha male pheromone and give a vibe of
friendly cool guy. Scent of Eros for me is the more romantic one while IG seems to arouse more
interest in younger women. YMMV but both are great products. I like some of the other suggestions
like Glace as well. havr fun!
Pheroman - September 16, 2011, 1:44 am

If i were to use or suggest one product only, it would be Nude.
Every time I use it solo it surprises me.
Rattlesnake - September 16, 2011, 7:49 am

Ahh yes, how did I forget Erox. A cutie who was using the cashpoint next to me would not stop
looking over and staring. Quite amazing as the exposure time must have been less than a minute
and I'd applied the Erox about 2 hours earlier.
mammoth - September 16, 2011, 1:10 pm

Where is the best palce to buy these? I like the sound of Nude. Erox??
Rattlesnake - September 16, 2011, 1:22 pm

Nude can be bought at Liquid Alchemy Labs:
http://www.pheromonesperfumeandcologne.com/about.html
Erox isn't available yet, although the owner has said the product will be launched commercially
sometime in October: http://erox.com/
Also check out: http://www.alpha-dream.com and http://www.truepheromones.com/
spamz - September 16, 2011, 5:41 pm

check the vendors forum, its called "pheromone companies, reviews, links" .
take the time to read the reviews. might make it easier to choose since there are so many options.

